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Our programme will immerse, excite,
challenge and transform you. You will
be joining a global network of innovative
leaders – leaders who think differently
about doing business in a complex,
increasingly risky, volatile and globalised
world and have the skills and the
motivation to help you change – for good.
Professor Robin Mason, Dean, University of Exeter Business School
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When I saw the ad for the one planet programme,
I thought there’s a MBA I want to be doing. I liked
especially that it talked about business not just in terms
of making money, but in terms of making a difference
– as that’s what I’ve tried to do in my work as a journalist
and most recently as a senior policy advisor for Health
Canada, the Canadian National Health Department.
Irene Marushko MBA

www.mbaexeter.org

Welcome to the MBA of the future
Business is being challenged by global economic,
environmental and social disruptors as never before.
Our one planet MBA will equip you to develop
innovative business thinking and new business models
that can overcome these disruptive challenges.

Combining an outstanding business and management
education, our one planet MBA will help you acquire
new techniques and knowledge, connect you to
exciting new networks and opportunities and show you
new routes to profitable growth and positive impact.
Global in outlook and transformational in nature, the
one planet MBA will be your catalyst for ‘change
for good’.
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Change yourself, change your future
Why choose an MBA?
The MBA is the world’s most recognised business
qualification. Universally recognised by employers,
it provides the essential training needed for future
business leadership.
The MBA is designed to develop professional
managers into confident, strategic, critical leaders
and global thinkers who have the potential to lead
change in a wide range of organisations and sectors.
It covers a broad range of business subjects including
finance, accounting, economics, strategy, marketing,
operations, human resources, information
management and entrepreneurship.
But there is much more to an MBA than that.
Our MBA is a real opportunity to reflect on your
own ambitions, update your business knowledge
and acquire valuable skills before pushing ahead
with your career. You can immerse yourself in a
stimulating learning environment with like-minded
colleagues, and explore new ways of thinking,
managing, leading and collaborating.
You can change yourself – for good.

An MBA is also an opportunity to take stock,
articulate your objectives, reflect on your
achievements and re-direct your career. You may be
in an operational role and wish to progress to a more
strategic position. Or you work in the public sector
and want to switch to a more commercial role.
Or you may want to build your own business and
work for yourself. Whatever your ambition, if you
have the will and drive to succeed, an MBA will
help you achieve your goals. This is your chance
to re-invent your own future.
Build your global networks, establish
new relationships
The networks you create on the MBA programme
will last long after the programme ends, and are
among its most powerful benefits.
On the MBA, you will make excellent business
contacts, discover new opportunities and benefit
from a diverse cultural community. When you
graduate you will join an international alumni
network and have access to the MBA’s network
of corporate partners and the Business School’s
excellent contacts with the corporate world.

Enhanced promotion and career prospects
An MBA provides you with the knowledge and
skills to develop yourself and prepare for senior
management and leadership roles. Employers
worldwide recognise the value of an MBA, and
holding this prestigious qualification will enhance
your job opportunities and earning potential.

We work in a complex and interconnected world that has become much
more risky and volatile. In this world,
successful business leaders are those
who understand the challenges faced by
organisations and individuals, and who

As a post-experience qualification which

have developed the capabilities to turn

only accepts experienced, practicing

them into opportunities - opportunities

managers, an MBA offers a significant

for themselves and for the world. Our

advantage over other business

MBA participants graduate with strong

qualifications – the opportunity to

business, critical, analytical and

integrate prior experience with the

leadership skills. They are also uniquely

vast amount of knowledge and

placed to appreciate how the

understanding you will gain from your

understanding of the fundamentals of

peers, faculty and industry experts.

the world we live in can lead to real

RICHARD SLATTER (UK), ONE PLANET MBA

innovation and business transformation.
PROFESSOR NICOLAS FORSANS, DIRECTOR,
ONE PLANET MBA
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one planet MBA Consultancy Project

Lafarge
‘Corporate - NGO partnerships as catalysers
of shared value: Lessons a review of the evidence’
My dissertation project was a combination between
a consulting project and academic research. It was
commissioned by Lafarge the world’s leading
company in the construction materials industry,
one of the biggest corporate sponsors of the
MBA at Exeter, and a true believer in the role
of corporate social responsibility.
In 2000, Lafarge signed with the WWF the first
partnership between a conservation organisation
and a corporation. Lafarge was also the first in
the industry to formally commit to reducing its
CO2 emissions.
The project focused on the power of these
partnerships to mobilise corporations from CSR
(Corporate Social Responsibility) initiatives, to the
integration of Shared Value as a centric element
of their business strategy.
As such, my dissertation project was a perfect
opportunity to see what happens when the theories
behind sustainable development meet business
realities, and how corporations respond to the gap
between these two elements to continue adding
value but not at the expense of society or the planet.

The nature of my project required basic consulting
skills to engage with Lafarge, to analyse their needs
and to manage their expectations with regards
to the project. However, these skills would have
been insufficient without the bigger picture of how
sustainability actually operates in the supply chain,
why it should be an essential strategic objective of
any company, and how it can be implemented in
ways that do not compromise the financial stability
of a business. I obtained this rich picture through
the MBA, which provided me with a unique
opportunity to challenge my views about sustainable
development; a wide range of examples of companies
that managed to challenge their business model to be
sustainable, and to think of myself as a change agent.
At present, I am the Strategy Manager for Reward,
a London-based Technology Company at the
cross-roads of Loyalty, Marketing and Financial
Services, and the biggest CLO (Card-Linked Offers)
operator in Europe. I work hand-in-hand with the
COO to introduce the changes required to project
Reward into the future with a compelling and
sustainable proposition. Being in such a fast-paced
industry has provided me with plenty of experience
and ideas about innovation and growth in the
technology space, while at the same time providing
a fantastic opportunity to support the sustainability
of the company in a period of expansion, evolution
and development.

Angela Boulton, MBA
Columbia. Strategy Reward Manager
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The one planet MBA:
Change – for good
Business is being challenged by global economic,
environmental and social disruptors like never
before. Here are some of them:

Demographic and social change

Change yourself
Transform your future and explore new directions.
Our programme is specially designed for professionals
and aspiring leaders who wish to take stock, identify
their aspirations, leverage their strengths to transform
themselves and benefit from new opportunities.
Through personal mentoring, tutoring and career
coaching by our own faculty and senior business
people you will upgrade your skills, develop your
knowledge and acquire an entrepreneurial mindset
to explore new directions.
Ignite change in business

Shifts in global economic and political power

Rapid urbanisation in fast developing economies

Gain a thorough understanding of the global economic,
environmental and social challenges that business faces
in the 21st Century. Our programme will help you to
identify new ways of succeeding in a hypercompetitive
and interconnected world through product, process
and business model innovation that make the most of
opportunities brought about by emerging economic
models, such as the “sharing economy”, the “circular
economy” and the “on-demand” economy.
Positive impact

Climate change and resource scarcity

Technological developments

All of these are impacting, not only on business
practices and strategies, but also on the role of
business in our societies. They are re-defining the
role of the professional manager and the
expectations of aspiring business leaders.

Acquire practical professional skills, from start-ups to
boardrooms. By helping you to identify growth
opportunities for your organisation and opportunities
for innovation you will become a more effective
manager and business leader. You can have a positive
impact, on your organisation and on the world around
you. Combining an outstanding business and
management education, our one planet MBA will help
you acquire new techniques and knowledge, connect
you to exciting new networks and opportunities and
show you new routes to profitable growth and
positive impact.

Our one planet MBA can change you… for good.
Here is how.

“Global in its outlook, transformational in nature, the
one planet MBA will be your catalyst for ‘Change for good’ ”

www.mbaexeter.org

The world needs business managers and
leaders who understand the challenges of
business in a global, increasingly volatile
and resource constrained world and can
proactively deliver innovative solutions in product development, sourcing,
reporting, the supply chain, marketing,
finance and indeed every facet of business.
Equally importantly, business needs them
too. In my sessions with the one planet
MBA students at Exeter we explore
how businesses can innovate and thrive
through sustainable approaches.
Professor Alan Knight OBE,
Sustainability Director, Business in the Community, UK
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Why the one planet MBA

Core benefits
We work closely with a range of corporate partners
to ensure that we have the right MBA for our times.
Our one planet MBA will enable you to:

Enjoy an outstanding business and management
education in a dedicated, highly supportive facility,
surrounded by a beautiful natural environment

Gain a thorough understanding of the global
economic, environmental and social challenges that
are redefining business and the role of the
professional manager

Acquire practical professional skills that will help you
grow and build businesses, anything from start-ups to
long-established organisations

Learn how emerging and innovative business, new
economic models and new enabling technologies
impact on business strategies, and how professional
managers can exploit them to drive innovation and
profitable growth

Transform your future. Explore new directions,
learn and develop your own potential, and become
the leader and the person that you truly want to be.
Our corporate partners are leaders in their field, and
include IBM, SAP, Lloyds Banking Group, Coca Cola,
Thomson Reuters and many others. Find out how
our corporate relationships benefit our One Planet
MBA participants on Page 22.

www.mbaexeter.org
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Changing yourself – for good

Our one planet differentiators
The one planet MBA is a unique and innovative
career development programme for professionals
with significant work experience. It is recognised and
admired worldwide for its forward looking values of
responsible management and transformative
leadership. Our one planet MBA will change you,
for good.
By investing in yourself and joining our one planet
MBA, you will find:
n	an

intellectually stimulating MBA which promotes
innovative thinking, focusing on emerging
economic and business models (the “sharing
economy”, the “circular economy”, the “on
demand economy”) and factors that are disrupting
established firms, industries and business models

n	a

future-proof MBA built on recruiters’
expectations of 21st century MBA graduates and
preparing them for the disruptive factors they will
encounter in their professional and personal lives

n	an

experiential and practical, yet academically
rigourous MBA that broadens your horizons
through placements and in-company projects. It
encourages you to work in international teams and
apply your knowledge to real-life challenges set by
our corporate partners

n	a

highly personal MBA that revolves around your
individualised development plan, and includes
one-to-one mentoring and coaching by likeminded professionals

n	a

transformational MBA that helps you articulate
your values and ambitions, explore new
opportunities and re-orientate your future

n	2011/12

Highly Commended Award for
Innovation, ASSOCIATION OF MBAS

n	2012

MBA ranked among the leading 50
programmes in the world, by
ASPEN INSTITUTE

n	2013

MBA ranked 3rd in the world, 1st in the
UK by CORPORATE KNIGHTS, the “Company
for Clean Capitalism”

n

2014 MBA named “Top MBA” worldwide by
QS and awarded “Elite Regional” status

Exeter’s success as The Sunday Times
University of the Year is richly deserved.
Shortlisted for the top award no less
than four times in the past decade, it has
consistently embodied the very best in
British higher education.
ALASTAIR MCCALL, EDITOR OF THE SUNDAY TIMES
UNIVERSITY GUIDE

www.mbaexeter.org

If businesses want to develop sustainable,
yet commercially viable strategies they
need to be good at innovating. On the
one planet MBA we explore and apply the
latest thinking on innovation and the key
tools and techniques. Our MBA participants
also directly apply these skills through the
innovation audit they conduct as part of the
course for external client organisations.
Professor John Bessant, Responsible Innovation
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This MBA is about YOU

Your MBA is, first and foremost about YOU - you as
an individual, you as a professional manager, you as an
aspiring leader. The one planet MBA is primarily an
exciting, transformative opportunity – helping YOU
to identify new opportunities that will fulfil YOUR
ambitions.
Helping YOU cope with the challenges ahead
Economic, environmental and social disruptors are
redefining business and individuals, and impacting on
the expectation of business in society and the role of
the professional manager. New players are disrupting
entire industries and new ways of competing are
challenging traditional business models, strategies,
management structures and what it means to manage
and lead.
While some organisations have moved towards more
collaborative management structures, the very nature
of companies is changing. Within them, the structure
of professional careers is being reshaped. Enabling
technologies and digital platforms make it easier than
ever before for aspiring entrepreneurs to start their
own business.
All those themes are at the core of your one planet
MBA. Our expertise analysing those disruptors and
identifying how they will impact on business and
the workplace will help you fully prepare for the
challenges ahead.
You will develop skills in the core business disciplines
of finance, economics, accounting, operations, HR and
strategy. You will also acquire an entrepreneurial skills
set, and develop the capabilities to think creatively,
identify opportunities for growth with positive impact
and promote change in your selected field.

Helping YOU to change for good
First, transforming your future and exploring new
directions means taking stock. Our one planet MBA
programme starts with self-assessment tools and
psychometric tests to help you identify your
strengths and weaknesses. You can then convert your
aspirations into a focused action plan and strong
personal branding.
You will work with a dedicated career coach and a
mentor who will help you articulate your values and
ambitions and leverage your strengths. Your personal
mentor will support you throughout the duration of
the programme, helping you identify development
opportunities and search for the next stage of your
career. For example, your mentor can help you to:
n

Articulate your personal brand proposition: what
are my strengths?

n

Plan your career strategy: where do I want to go?

n

Refine your CV and prepare for interviews: how
do I present myself?

n

Benefit from practice employment interviews with
senior recruiting managers and integrate their 		
feedback in your personal development plan: how
do I get better at showing people who I am and 		
what I have to offer?

You will have access to our exclusive MBA Careers
databases and resources including self-assessment
tools, psychometric tests, comprehensive career
information and assessment tools, recruitment guides,
extensive information and worldwide vacancies for
MBA graduates.
The MBA offers YOU the mindset, the knowledge and
the skills to be a catalyst for change wherever your
career takes you.

www.mbaexeter.org

I am excited about taking what I am learning on the MBA back to China. There
is huge potential for making the Chinese supply chain more efficient and more
sustainable in all kinds of areas, from energy use to customer service. This MBA
is helping me develop the skills I need to help logistics companies in my country
achieve efficiencies and access capital for growth in a sustainable way.
I have been with the shipping company, Orient Overseas Container Line Limited,
since 2000 and recognise the opportunities for the industry to adapt to strong
sustainable operating techniques. For this reason, I was attracted by Exeter’s
planet-minded business approach. I am confident that this revolutionary course
will help me to succeed in the industry and create momentum for sustainable
development in the container shipping sector.

Bruce Hui, MBA 2014
Yield and Marketing, Planning and Strategy at OOCL, Hong Kong
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The one planet MBA
– about the full-time programme
Intensive and challenging, exciting and enlightening
Start Date: annually in September
Duration: 12 months
Global in outlook and transformational in nature, the
full time one planet MBA programme enables you to
focus entirely on your studies and complete your
MBA in a single year. Find out more about the MBA
Foundation Programme on Page 42.
The programme is academically rigorous, but also is
experiential in nature. You will “learn by doing”. You
will lead and take part in international competitions
and practical challenges set by our corporate
partners, develop your skills through practical
assignments for external client organisations,
Key features
n

n

n

You will start with a pre-sessional MBA
programme to facilitate your return to studies,
update your knowledge of accounting and finance
and acquire basic quantitative skills. You will begin
working at once with your mentor to explore
your values and ambitions, leadership style and
personal challenges.

n

The programme culminates with your MBA
project, an opportunity to consolidate your
learning across the programme, apply practical
tools, address a substantial real world business
problem in collaboration with our corporate
partners.

An experiential programme
Teaching is interactive and stimulating. The MBA
team includes our own top-flight teaching faculty,
but you will also learn from external experts who
contribute their expertise and practical experience.
Our teaching approach goes beyond traditional
lectures and seminars. In-company audits,
simulations, integrative corporate challenges and
practical assignments for external clients help you
relate theory to practice. A significant amount of
learning is achieved via debate and interaction
between participants during group projects.
n

The taught programme takes a global perspective
on business, and is built around the latest thinking
and techniques from a wide range of business and
management disciplines. Throughout the
programme, your learning will be enhanced by
the involvement of practitioners, entrepreneurs,
experts and corporate partners.

A range of additional extra-curricular activities,
such as our Guest Speaker programme, take place
throughout the year to complement your learning
and provide opportunities for you to further build
your skills, knowledge and understanding and
develop your contacts.

n

Master classes will deepen your understanding of
key global issues that will shape the future of
business in a borderless world.

n

Study trips, consultancy work, integrative
corporate challenges that address live business
problems and in-company assignments are
embedded into the programme. You will also
opportunities to take part in experiences overseas
to help you acquire a global mindset, appreciate
global and regional drivers of change and acquire
valuable additional skills.

Our annual MBA Winter and Spring professional
development events are designed to help you
explore your future and build valuable business
contacts.

n

Methods of assessment are varied to adapt to
your learning. Conventional assessed assignments
are combined with practical and applied assessments including presentations, reflective diaries,
peer review, in-company audits, practical
challenges and client feedback.

Oct

Nov

The future
of work (EY)

Entrepreneurship and
New Venture
Creation
Generating
Insights
through
deeper
analytics

The Entrepreneurial
Mindset

Practical
Insights
into Data &
Analytics

Immerse

Dec

Jan

International
Immersion
Project

Igniting
change in
Business

Feb

Leading and
Managing
Change

Apr

May

Strategic
Public Relations
(CIPR)

Jun

Bio mimicry
and Business

Innovation &
Knowledge
in the Wild

Transitioning
into
Management
Consulting
(EY)

Advanced
Finance

B2B
Marketing

Leveraging New
opportunities
Master classes

Mar

Specialise
Sustainability and Biz Innovation

White Space Project,
including MBA Competitions and the One Planet Challenge

Growing as a Leader, incl. Leadership Think Tank
and Leadership Mash Up

Preparing
for your
MBA
project

Career coaching for new directions,
mentoring and tutoring

Responsible
Innovation

Emerging
Business
Models

Strategy
Simulation

Integrate

Prof & Exec Skills, incl. Negotiating,
Collaborating and Partnering

Finance and
Responsible
Investment

Marketing &
Customer
Engagement

Personal
Transformations

Finance and
Responsible
Investment

Integrated
Accounting

Build

For details of the MBA Foundation Programme that precedes the programme please turn over to page 42.

Sep

Preparing
for Change

Context

Jul

Aug

Consultancy project
or
Internship-based
project

MBA project

Sep

Elective Term 3

Advanced Core
Core, Terms 1, 2 and 3

Core Term 2

One Planet MBA
Full Time

Core Term 1

Apply

www.mbaexeter.org
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The one planet MBA
– about the executive programme
Flexible and innovative, rigorous and experiential
Start Date: annually in September, although later
start dates can be accommodated
Duration: 24-30 months
The executive programme allows you to remain
working whilst completing your MBA. It is a part
time, flexible programme that combines the
innovation, rigour and experiential nature of the full
time programme with the flexibility required to
remain committed to your current job.
Key features
n You will start with an intensive pre-sessional MBA
programme to facilitate your return to studies,
update your knowledge of accounting and finance
and acquire basic quantitative skills. You will work
straight away with your mentor and explore your
values and ambitions, leadership style and
personal challenges
n

n

n

n

The taught programme takes a global perspective
on business, and is built around the latest thinking
and techniques from a wide range of business
and management disciplines. Throughout the
programme, your learning will be enhanced by
the involvement of practitioners, entrepreneurs,
experts and corporate partners.
Most modules are delivered intensively over a
period of 4-5 days, including weekends and can
be spread over a period of at least two years
Study trips, consultancy work, integrative
corporate challenges that address live business
problems and in-company assignments are
embedded into the programme. You will also have
opportunities to take part in experiences overseas
to help you acquire a global mindset and
appreciate global and regional drivers of change
The programme culminates with your MBA
project which can be started any time in your
second year and can be undertaken remotely and
submitted after completion of your final taught
module. Your project can be based in your current
organisation, although many of our executive
participants take this opportunity to explore
new opportunities.

An experiential programme
Teaching is interactive and stimulating. The MBA
team includes our own top-flight teaching faculty,
but you will also learn from leading practitioners,
entrepreneurs and experts who contribute their
expertise and practical experience.
Our teaching approach goes beyond traditional
lectures and seminars. In-company audits,
simulations, integrative corporate challenges and
practical assignments for external clients help you
relate theory to practice and work under pressure.
Another powerful source of learning comes from
debate and interaction between participants during
group projects. You will learn from your peers – and
from yourself.
n

You can take advantage of a range of additional
extra-curricular activities, such as our Guest
Speaker programme which takes place throughout
the year. This will complement your learning and
provide opportunities for you to further build your
skills, knowledge and understanding and develop
your contacts.

n

Master classes will deepen your understanding
of key global issues that will shape the future of
business in a borderless world.

n

Our annual MBA Winter and Spring professional
development events are designed to help you
explore your future and build valuable business
contacts.

n

Methods of assessment are varied and complement your learning. Conventional assessed
assignments are combined with practical and
applied assessments including presentations,
reflective diaries, peer review, in-company
audits, practical challenges and client feedback.

Corporate
Governance

Economics
for
Managers

Insights
through
deeper
analytics
Innovation &
Knowledge
in the Wild
Bio mimicry
and Business

Practical
Insights into
Data and
Analysis
B2B
Marketing
Advanced
Finance

Emerging
Business
Models

Responsible
Innovation

Year 1

Igniting change
in Business

Year 2

Leading and
Managing
Change

Leveraging New
opportunities
Master classes

Apply

Strategic
Public Relations
(CIPR)

Growing as a Leader, including Leadership Exchange
and Roundtables for the Practicing Manager

Strategy

Strategy
Simulation

Entrepreneurship
and New
Venture
Creation

The
Entrepreneurial
Mindset

Integrate and Immerse

Career coaching for new directions,
mentoring and tutoring

Personal
Transformations

Managing
Resources
and
Operations

Finance and
Responsible
Investment

Integrated
Accounting

Marketing
and customer
Engagement

Build

For details of the MBA Foundation Programme that precedes the programme please turn over to page 42.

Preparing
for Change:
What
Change?

Context

Year 3

Consultancy project
or
Internship-based
project

MBA project

One Planet MBA
Executive

www.mbaexeter.org
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Your MBA project
– consulting in the real world
The culmination of your MBA is your MBA project
which gives you the opportunity to apply the
knowledge and skills you will have developed and
mastered to a real practical issue. You will pursue
a project that chimes with your personal and
professional objectives - this is your chance to make
a valuable contribution to an organisation and show
your next employer what you are capable of.
Your MBA project is a fully “hands on” experience
working with one of our business partners, or an
organisation of your choice, addressing a real and
complex issue they are facing. By taking part in our
“Transitioning into Management Consultancy”
workshops delivered by consultants at some of the
leading management consultancy firms in the world,
you will acquire the mindset and the skills to
negotiate a project task, build and manage the
client relationship, apply a range of frameworks to
structure your thinking, undertake relevant research
and demonstrate effective communication skills in
delivering your final results and recommendations
to the client.
Your MBA project can take place in any field relevant
to the programme, for example sustainability,
analytics, business development etc. Your MBA
project is your opportunity to generate valuable
commercial and actionable insights for one of our
clients, develop a commercial or social venture
within or outside of an organisation or acquire
further work experience in a new area by linking
your MBA project to an internship.

In the past few years, MBA
Projects have focused on the
following topics and areas:
n B
 randing and Customer Engagement

(commissioned by Coca Cola)

n Contributing to Social Welfare

(commissioned by Nokia)

n Biodiversity Strategies

(commissioned by KLM)

n Strategic Benchmarking

(commissioned by Thomson Reuters)

n Innovation in Energy Management

(commissioned by the Met Office)

n Information Management

(commissioned by South West Water)

n Diversity in Company Governance

(commissioned by the Co operative
Group)

n Luxury Brand Positioning and

Sustainable Consumption in Fashion
(commissioned by Elvis and Kresse)

n Impact of Superfast Broadband

(commissioned by British Telecom)



www.mbaexeter.org

MBA Consultancy Project
Coca Cola Enterprises Ltd
Solutions for Material Assessment of Incoming Feedstock at a PET Plastics Recycling Facility

Selected to receive the Coca Cola Corporate Partnership Scholarship, Yui negotiated with his sponsor to
take on a consultancy project with Coca-Cola Enterprises (CCE), an independent Coca-Cola bottler.
CCE, as part of a joint venture with ECO Plastics, have recently opened the largest plastic recycling facility
in Western Europe, and Yui’s brief was to work with ECO Plastics to improve their processes for assessing
the quality of recycling material being delivered to the new plant. Accurate assessment of input waste
materials has a direct impact on the company’s yield and margins, so the project had very real
implications, and it gave Yui the opportunity to combine his expertise and experience in engineering with
CCE’s commitment to recycling and sustainable packaging.
His diligence and professionalism impressed Coca Cola Enterprises Ltd and Yui is now working as their
Sustainable Packaging Senior Manager.

Yui undertook a complex and critical project in partnership with CCE
during his Exeter MBA. Yui’s project looked at the quality of material
supplied for recycling at our Joint Venture plastic reprocessing facility in
Lincolnshire. The project results were dynamic and meaningful, helping
the business to develop our technical and purchasing strategy. Yui brought
real subject matter expertise that encouraged us to find an appropriate
permanent role for him

at Coca-Cola Enterprises.

PATRICK MCGUIRK, RECYCLING DIRECTOR,
COCA-COLA ENTERPRISES

Yuichiro Kamikawa,
MBA 2013
Senior Manager, Supply Chain Packaging,
Coca Cola, London
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Engage with enlightened
corporate partners
The University of Exeter Business School brings
together inspirational and renowned business experts
from around the world. This ensures that we are
able to draw on an extensive network of business
leaders, entrepreneurs, consultants and leading
academics who contribute to the MBA programme
and support you for your MBA Project.
The benefit they bring to your experience is
beyond measure.
Each provides unrivalled opportunities for
collaboration and is a valued source of ideas,
information and resources. They are excited to be
part of our innovative MBA programme, contributing
to the development of future business leaders who
can recognise and embrace the challenges and
opportunities inherent in the transition to more
sustainable business practices.
How do successful business partnerships
benefit the MBA?
n	They

enable co-delivery of the MBA programme.
Our partners work alongside Business School
faculty to bring their own knowledge and
experience to the programme by contributing
guest talks, by leading modules and by setting
challenges for you and fellow MBA participants
to address

n	They

provide opportunities for you to work with
an inspirational range of organisations to support
your learning and extend your experience through
case study analysis, consultancy projects, field and
study trips

n	They

support extra-curricular events led by
business practitioners from local, national and
international business designed to enhance and
develop the programme

n	They

offer scholarships, work placements,
internships and employment to you as a student
or graduate

n	They

ensure the MBA is innovative, up-to-date
and infused with the latest business ideas and
insightful real-life case studies.

Consultancy and collaboration
An exciting feature of the One Planet MBA is the
opportunity to work on consulting assignments with
external clients, both as part of individual module
assessment and for your final MBA sustainability,
analytics, entrepreneurship or strategy consulting
project. These projects will help you develop
valuable experience, knowledge and skills that will
propel you into senior management or consultancy
roles after graduation.

Our MBA partners
Accenture
Atos
Coca Cola Enterprises
Canon
Ernst & Young (EY)
IBM
IKEA
Lafarge
Lloyds Banking Group
LVMH
SAP
The Co operative Group
Thomson Reuters
WWF International

Corporate Scholarships
Our strong links with major international companies
enables our One Planet MBA students to apply for a
number of corporate scholarships, including two
prestigious full-fee scholarships sponsored by Afren
and by Syngenta. Please see page 40 for details.

www.mbaexeter.org

IBM has been involved with the MBA at
Exeter since its early days, as we recognise
that the thinking behind the course
mapped very well with our Smarter Planet
agenda – we are both starting and leading
conversations about sustainability in business
and how “big data” can help us generate
the insights we desperately need to
address the problems faced across
business and society today.
I believe that one planet MBA participants at Exeter have a head
start in this field having had sustainability built into all aspects of
the course rather than added on as a separate topic. International
recognition for this course confirms that it is distinctively positioned
for the 21st century.
I hope to see MBA graduates taking leading positions in business,
government and third sector organisations to map out a path leading
to a more sustainable future for all of us. With their unique skills,
they are best positioned to have the clarity of vision that is needed
to break out of the cycle of resource over-use.
MIKE BERNARD,
PORTFOLIO MARKETING, IBM EUROPE
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Exeter has an excellent reputation for
the quality of its teaching – particularly
in finance, accounting, entrepreneurship,
leadership, economics and operations.
The One Planet MBA is a great example

Learn from
the experts
Our MBA teaching team includes a diverse range of
faculty experts and business leaders. you will have
access to the latest ideas, theories and approaches
and be able to discuss and debate the current
challenges and opportunities facing businesses
around the globe.

Our teaching team includes:
Professor Nicolas Forsans – MBA Programmes
Director and Associate Professor in International
Strategic Management
Mike Bernard – Industry and Category Marketing
Leader, IBM, UK and Ireland
Professor John Bessant – Strategic and Responsible
Innovation
Professor Steve Brown – Operations and
Resources
William Casely – Practitioner Research Fellow,
formerly Managing Director, Harvey Nichols –
module lead for Entrepreneurship
Alistair Clark – Finance
Ward Crawford – formerly Global Director, Insights
and Knowledge Management, Cadbury Schweppes
– Marketing and Customer Engagement

of how Exeter is leading at the cutting
edge of business education.
BARRY BATEMAN, VICE CHAIRMAN,
FIDELITY INTERNATIONAL

Dr Stephen Jollands – Integrated Accounting
Mike Jordan – SAP
Adam Lusby – Emerging Business Models
Professor Robin Mason (Dean) – Economics
Professor Henry Mintzberg – Cleghorn Professor
of Management at McGill University – Leadership
Dr Ajit Nayak – Global Strategy
Professor Richard Owen – Strategic and
Responsible Innovation
Professor John Powell – Global Strategy
Stuart Robinson – Big Data and Analytics

Recent guest speakers include:
Jake Backus, Customer Sustainability Director,
Coca-Cola Europe Group
David Bevan, CEIBS, Shanghai
Lawrence Christensen (MBE), former Executive
Board member, Sainsbury’s
Pip Frankish, Head of Sustainablity, 3M
David Grant, SAB Miller

Professor Jonathan Gosling – Leadership

Dr Alan Knight OBE, Sustainability Director at
Business in the Community

Dr Sally Jeanrenaud – Sustainable Development
and Biomimicry

Chris Loughlin, CEO, South West Water

Jean-Paul Jeanrenaud – WWF International Environmental Change and Biomimicry

Sarah Murray, Financial Times journalist
Isabelle Sebastian, Business Development Manager,
Bhutan Luminos Consultancy
Miriam Turner, Vice President Co-innovation,
Interface Inc
Paul Turner, Responsible Business, Head Corporate
Affairs, Lloyds Banking Group
Mary Woodgate, Accenture Development
Partnerships

www.mbaexeter.org
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Our global community
Our reputation as a leading business school
means we attract high-achieving, highly
focused students who are looking for the
highest quality business education. With
students choosing Exeter from locations
across the globe and a faculty from over
20 different counties, we are proud to
be a truly international business school.

You will be part of a global community of MBA
students from a diverse range of countries who
are destined to become the next generation of
international business leaders.
Our MBA students tell us that the experience of
collaborating with a like-minded group of colleagues
is a hugely rewarding part of their MBA experience.

When I saw the ad for this
MBA, I thought that’s what
I want to be doing. I liked
especially that it talked about
business not just in terms of
making money, but in terms
of making a difference.
Irene Marushko, Canada

I am interested in using what I am
learning on the MBA to develop
educational projects that help
small neglected communities in
Colombia to live more sustainably.
Angela Corredor-Oviedo, Colombia

Studying for the MBA was an
incredibly valuable experience
for me, as I learnt how to
develop holistic solutions for the
most striking challenges faced by
companies nowadays. All this
while getting to know and
working with people from all
over the world
Alexis Silva-Garbade, Brazil

www.mbaexeter.org

The diverse backgrounds and
varying experiences of the
participants makes the whole
learning process exhilarating and
insightful to a world that’s rapidly
changing.
Matthew Dearlove, UK

The practice interview sessions on
the MBA at Exeter have been
invaluable in helping me develop
self confidence and interview skills,
and help me secure my post-MBA
job at BMW even before
graduating!
Gregor Schmitt, Germany

Studying in a
multinational
context with
students from over
20 countries is
giving me a global
understanding of sustainable business
and preparing me for a future as a
planet-minded business leader.
Yoshiyuki Hiranuma, Japan

The One Planet
MBA is a unique
course which is
very relevant for
today’s time. It is
helping to generate
future leaders, and I hope to become
one of them.
Parag Kulkarni, India

I came to Exeter from Ghana. I can’t
quite believe the mix of students I
joined. It’s hard work but the classes
and the practical emphasis is stimulating
and so topical.

I’m not a typical MBA candidate, but
the one planet MBA offered exactly
what I was looking for to equip me
for a career in sustainability and
teaching me business essentials.

Keren Asante, Ghana

Elaine Yong, Australia
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Supporting you to succeed
Careers, professional development
and employability
Your MBA is about developing your capability to
progress into a senior management or leadership
position. To help you succeed, throughout the
programme you will have a mentor who will coach
and advise on how your management and leadership
skills can best be developed.

One-to-one Career Coaching
Throughout your MBA you will work with our
dedicated MBA Career Coach who will encourage
and support you in identifying development
opportunities, challenge you and support you in your
search for the next stage of your career by helping
you to:
n	Articulate

Career development workshops
We run a bespoke MBA Career development
workshops aimed at helping you refine professional
and excutive skills that are essential to an aspiring
business leader, for example negotiation skills,
networking skills, presentation skills, commercial
skills and digital expertise.
Hands-on workshops further focus on particular
issues of interest to you at every stage of your MBA,
for example
n	Interview

Skills and Negotiating your Deal

n

Reinvigorating your job search

n

Maximising job opportunities using social media

your personal brand proposition

n

Plan your career strategy

Career resources

n

Refine your CV and prepare for interviews

Our Career resources are exhaustive and include not
only self assessment tools and psychometric tests to
enable you to convert your aspirations into a focused
action plan and strong personal branding, but also
comprehensive career information and assessment
tools, recruitment guides, extensive information and
worldwide vacancies for MBA graduates.

n	Maximise

the use of our exclusive MBA Careers
databases and resources

It was very useful to get some constructive
criticisms from my colleagues, and as a result
in the second mock interview I already noticed
the difference in how I ‘sold’ myself. The
negotiating section was very educational as I
have never had any scope into that area before.
MBA STUDENT 2013/14

Thank you for organising the day so well. It is
always a pleasure meeting the staff and diverse
range of talented students you have at the
Business School.
NIGEL FENN, SOUTH WEST WATER

Practice interviews
While studying for your MBA you will take part in
practice job interviews with experienced managers.
They will provide you with robust feedback and
guidance so that you can develop and hone your
interview skills for that all important job application.

After your MBA we hope you will secure your dream
role whether you aspire to work in industry,
commerce, the professions, the public sector, for a
not-for-profit organisation or intend to set up your
own business as an entrepreneur.
Armed with your MBA you will be equipped with a
mindset, and the knowledge and skills, to be a
catalyst for change wherever your career takes you.

www.mbaexeter.org

Diane Hayman, MBA 2013/14
One Planet MBA
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CELEBRATING 25 YEARS
OF MBA EXCELLENCE

OUR ALUMNI

25 YEARS OF
Last year we celebrated 25 years of
the MBA at Exeter. This milestone
represented over 1200 Exeter
MBA graduates and distinguished
alumni who have influenced and
transformed the development
and growth of some of the best
known multi-nationals,
companies and organisations in
the UK, Europe and beyond.

Stay connected
When you graduate you will join the Business School
alumni community which extends to over 10,000
people in over 80 countries worldwide.
Our alumni community offers great opportunities
to network with like-minded business professionals,
stay involved with the Business School and enjoy
privileged access to valuable resources to support
your ongoing professional development.

As a current MBA graduate you will also be a part of the
One Planet Leaders Community – a growing network of
students and executives who have benefited from WWF,
IMD and Exeter Business School programmes.
We hope you will engage with and contribute to these
communities and share your experiences
for everyone’s benefit.

www.mbaexeter.org

Bob Caton

John Cheele

Wol Kolade

Richard Stones

Martin Wood

MBA 1990
Owner,
Caton Search

MBA 1991
Retired

MBA 1992
Managing Partner,
ISIS Equity Partners

MBA 1993
Tourism and Corporate
Development Specialist

MBA 1994
Owner,
Vicarage Capital Ltd

Christos Savvides

Greg Edwards

Jim Masters

Dr Nick Frampton

Akiko Ueno

MBA 1995
Group Managing
Director, Eastern Europe
EOS Group

MBA 1996
Head of eCommerce Sales,
Deutsche Bank

MBA 1997
Projects Director, NHS

MBA 1998
Managing Director,
Torbay Pharmacy,
South Devon NHS

MBA 1999
Senior Lecturer,
University of East London

EXCELLENCE
Paul Gregory

Mehjabeen Price

Betty B. Dale

Paul Banks

David Markham

MBA 2000
Export Sales Manager,
NBC Group

MBA 2001
Director of Finance and
Operations,
Creative England

MBA 2002
Principal, Banking Trust
and Investment, Bermuda
Monetary Authority

MBA 2003
Owner, Fresha

MBA 2004
Sales Director,
The Blue Sea Food
Company

Alasdair Thompson

Tayo Olatunde

Renee Ann Butler

Juliet Hall

Richard Dawson

MBA 2005
Business Development
Director,
Mott Macdonald

MBA 2006
Business Owner

MBA 2007
Corporate Finance writer

MBA 2008
Post Graduate Researcher,
University of Exeter
Business School

MBA 2009
Owner,
VirtualOfficeMedia Ltd

Stephen Lewis

Fabian King

Shweta Lal

Mandie Quartly

Tony Cooke

MBA 2010
Unified Communiations
Technical Director,
AVM Ltd

MBA 2011
Business Owner

OPMBA 2012
Implementation and
Support Consultant,
Thomson Reuters

OPMBA 2013
IBM, Business
Development Manager

OPMBA 2014
CEO, TCA Consulting

Note: All course dates relate to graduation year.
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The campus is amazing.
I feel like I’m in a garden
every time I walk through it.
Andrea Franco,
One Planet MBA

Exeter – simply a great place to be
We are renowned for our stunning campus located
in the heart of one of the most beautiful parts of the
UK. Devon is a beautiful place to be and the city of
Exeter is the major business city in the south west
of England. Exeter has fast rail links to both London
Paddington and London Waterloo, Bristol, Bath,
Birmingham, Leeds and Manchester. It is close to
the M5 motorway to Bristol and on to the north
of England, or to London in the east and Wales in
the west.

A vibrant, safe and friendly place, Exeter has all the
facilities of a large city with a real sense of history and
an exciting arts and social scene. When it is time to
unwind, relax and take some time out, you will find
yourself surrounded by stunning coastline and the
rugged wilderness of the moors. Opportunities for
walking, cycling or surfing are on your doorstep and
you can take advantage of theatre, live-music and the
pubs, restaurants and shops of Exeter itself or in the
towns and villages nearby.

www.mbaexeter.org

World class facilities in an exceptional location
Our Streatham campus has recently benefited from a £350
million investment programme in new buildings, research
centres, student accommodation and campus facilities. Our
library and It facilities have undergone a £9 million refurbishment and are available 24/7. Over £11 million of capital
investment has given the University some of the best sports
facilities in the UK, including a state-of-the-art fitness centre
and a new indoor tennis centre to LTA (Lawn Tennis
Association) standards and a £2 million cricket centre.

Exeter is consistently rated as
one of the best places to live
in the UK. With a population
of around 120,000, it is a safe,
student-friendly city, with a
vibrant culture and a beautiful
historic setting.
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Supporting you to succeed
The MBA Suite
Your MBA Suite
As an MBA participant you will benefit from
exclusive MBA facilities in our self-contained,
cable- and wifi-enabled MBA Suite located on
the first floor of the Business School’s flagship
Building:One.
The MBA Suite is the place to engage into
brainstorming sessions with your peers, complete
assignments, or simply unwind. A secure
environment, it comprises meeting pods to
facilitate group work, seminar rooms, Apple iMacs,
and a kitchen complete with a microwave oven,
dishwasher and Nespresso© coffee machine.
Photocopying, printing and scanning facilities,
and a communal 52” video conference display
are also provided.
The MBA Suite, which also hosts the office of
the MBA Director and the MBA Office, is in close
proximity to our two Harvard-style lecture theatres
with excellent AV and Learning space facilities.
As an MBA participant you will also have access to
the XfI Thomson Reuters Lab which contains the
key economic and financial data systems which are
found in many workplaces today such as Bloomberg,
Reuters 3000Xtra, Datastream and Thomson
Banker One Analytics.

Accommodation
Moving to a new city or country to study is a big
decision and we understand how important it is to
have somewhere to call ‘home’. Each of our student
residences has its own distinctive character and
offers you a safe and secure environment in which
to live and study.
In recent years the University has made a multimillion pound investment in modern, safe and
secure accommodation which is designed to the
highest standard.
We have a wide range of self-catered
accommodation, from shared flats to self-contained
family flats, and rooms specifically designed for
students with disabilities. All are conveniently
situated either on campus or only a short walk
from campus.
The University of Exeter guarantees an offer of a
place in University owned, managed or approved
accommodation for all international MBA students
in their first year of study, so long as you apply by
the stated deadline.
Once international students have been housed –
and if there is any further accommodation available
– applications from EU and UK postgraduates
are considered.
More information on University
accommodation can be found at
www.exeter.ac.uk/accommodation
Accommodation Office also maintains a
database of privately-owned rental property
at www.exeterstudentpad.co.uk

www.mbaexeter.org
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The MBA at Exeter
– helping you fund your MBA
We recognise the decision to study for our full time
MBA is a personal investment, both in terms of time
and money and you will need to have a clear plan in
place as to how you will fund your MBA. To help you
fund your MBA we offer an extensive range of
scholarships targeted at deserving and promising
applicants with the potential to make the most of
their MBA programme. In 2015, around 60% of our
MBA participants benefited from some sort of
financial support.
Full-fee Scholarships
We have a number of full-fee Scholarships.
These change on a regular basis so visit the
website for the most up to date information at
www.oneplanetmba.org
Part-fee scholarships
We have many part fee scholarships including:
The MBA at Exeter Scholarship for Excellence and
Corporate Partnership Scholarships

Applying for a Scholarship
You need to have received an offer of a
place on the MBA before you apply for a
scholarship.
You can then complete and return the
relevant scholarship application form.
All scholarships are awarded on a
discretionary basis, and all awards are final.
Please visit www.oneplanetmba.org or
contact Emma Birch, MBA Admissions
Officer for an application form, or more
information.

Tuition fees and payment plan
For current tuition fees please visit
www.oneplanetmba.org
(Tuition fees for 2015/16 were £22,500)
Fees can either be paid in full at the start of the
programme, or in two equal instalments:
1. Deposit (deductible from tuition fees) within one
month of notification of admission
2. Autumn (term 1) – 50% of the remaining fees to
be paid in late September
3. Spring (term 2) – remaining fees to be paid by
early January
Executive route students can choose to spread
their payment over the 24-30 months programme
duration by paying module by module
In addition to the tuition fee, full-time participants
will need to budget for living and accommodation
expenses, details of which can be found at
www. exeter.ac.uk/students/finance



www.mbaexeter.org

I was privileged to be awarded the IBM
Corporate Partnership Scholarship. It has given
me the opportunity to explore how IBM –
through their Smart Planet strategy – is using
smarter technology, systems and processes to
tackle social issues associated with finite natural
resources and an expanding population.
JON SIDDALL,
MBA
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Come and join us
Admission to the One Planet MBA programme is
dependent upon a good first degree and a minimum
of three years work experience. Only in exceptional
circumstances we may consider applicants without a
formal academic qualification.

How to apply

Entry requirements

Online applications
We accept applications online via a secure electronic
application form, and encourage you to use this
method as it is the quickest and most efficient way
to submit your application.

To be eligible for the MBA you will need to evidence
n

a good first degree

n	a
n

minimum of three years managerial experience

career progression

n 
how

our MBA fits into your personal and
professional goals through a personal statement

Some applicants have extensive work experience but
no formal degree. If this applies to you, we may still
consider your application if you can demonstrate
evidence of professional training or professional
qualifications of an equivalent standing to a degree.
Only in very exceptional circumstances we may
consider applicants without qualifications, although
this will be subject to a test to establish your
suitability and potential for Masters study.
English language
International students must show proficiency in the
English language and have an appropriate
qualification. you must therefore be able to provide
evidence of the following at the level stated:
n

n
n
n

Certificate of Proficiency in English of the
Cambridge Local Examinations Grade B or above
IELTS 7.00
TOEFL 250
iBT TOEFL 100 +

We give priority to applications for MBA
programmes, and all admissions decisions are made
by the MBA Director. We guarantee to ensure all
applications are given full and careful consideration.

The online application system provides you with a
personalised area where you can manage your MBA
application. You can save unfinished applications to
edit or continue at a later date. You will need to send
supporting documents by post or email once you
have submitted your online application.
Application checklist
Please make sure that you send us:
1. Transcript and degree certificate for
first/second degree
2. Two professional reference letters – originals and
on company letterhead
3. A personal statement supporting your application,
detailing your achievements in your career so far,
what experiences you will bring to the
programme, how you think the One Planet MBA
will enhance your career and your future
aspirations 4. A detailed CV
5. If applicable, evidence of English language
proficiency
6. Your completed application form.

Additional requirements
As part of the admissions process we also require
two references (ideally including one from your last
university) and a detailed CV. Once we have
processed your application we will invite you for an
interview. Interviews can take place on site or over
Skype at a mutually convenient date and time.

Note: Tuition fee is subject to change. Please visit www.oneplanetmba.org or contact the MBA Programme Manager at mba@exeter.ac.uk for
the latest information.

www.mbaexeter.org

I can’t overstate the value of being put
together with like-minded and experienced
business peers from around the world.
There is such a vast range of people doing
the MBA, from all sorts of roles and many
different counties. I’ve learnt a lot from them.
MANDIE QUARTLY, MBA
IBM
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
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Come and meet us

Come along and meet our staff and advisors who will
be able to help you make an informed decision about
your choice of MBA.

Contact us

MBA Open Days
All our Open Days are from 5.00pm – 7.30pm
Thursday 21 May 2015
Wednesday 10 June 2015

Nicolas Forsans
MBA Programme Director

Wednesday 15 July 2015
Thursday 12 May 2016
Wednesday 8 June 2016
Wednesday 13 July 2016

Please contact the MBA Administrator for exact
dates and times and to book a place.

Julie Hargreaves
MBA Programme Manager

Talk to an MBA Ambassador
Our MBA Ambassadors are all experienced
professionals who have completed an MBA at the
University of Exeter, they can talk to you about their
experience of studying here and how their MBA has
helped them since.

If you would like to talk to an Ambassador please
contact Emma Birch, our MBA Admissions Officer,
by email at mba@exeter.ac.uk who can put you
in touch with an MBA Ambassador in your
home country.
Please note: We cannot guarantee to have an Ambassador in
every country, but will endeavour to help you with your query.

Emma Birch
MBA Admissions Officer
You can find out more about the University of Exeter
Business School and the MBA programme at:
www.oneplanetmba.org

For general enquiries, please contact the MBA
Administrator at:
The MBA Office University of Exeter Business School
Building:One
Rennes Drive
Exeter UK EX4 4SF
tel: +44 (0)1392 724494
Email: mba@exeter.ac.uk
www.oneplanetmba.org

University of Exeter Business School
@ExeterMBA
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Bristol

London

2.5 hrs by train from Exeter

Exeter
Newquay
Truro

Falmouth

How to find us
By rail

By car

Exeter St David’s (the main station) is a 10 minute
walk from the Streatham Campus. A regular
University bus service operates from the station
to the campus, or taxis are available.

The M4/M5 motorway links Exeter directly to
London, the Midlands, South Wales and the North.

Average journey time from:
Bristol Temple Meads – 1hr
London Paddington – 2 hrs 30 minutes
Manchester – 4 hrs 20 mins
For more information:
www.nationalrail.co.uk tel: 08457 484950
By coach
National Express coaches call at Exeter Coach
Station. The local D bus connects the coach station
to Streatham Campus. Get off the bus at the top of
The Queen’s Drive.
For more information:
www.nationalexpress.com tel: 08705 808080

The average journey time from either London or the
Midlands is 3 hours.
By plane
Direct flights operate into Exeter Airport from across
Europe including Paris, Dublin, Amsterdam and
Geneva and from airports in the United Kingdom
including Aberdeen, Belfast, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Leeds/Bradford, Manchester and Newcastle.

Build

MBA Your
Employability Skills

Study Skills

Sept Week 1

THE NUMBERS GAME

Introduction
to the MBA

GETTING READY TO STUDY

Professional
Standards and
etiquette

Quantative Skills
and Regression
Analysis

Effective Team
Working

Debating and
Reasoning

Career Leader

MBA Your
Employability Skills
(EXEC)

Sept Week 2

Exel Advanced

Exel Basics

Descriptive Stats

Professional
Writing

Writing Skills

Career Advisor
1-2-1

STARTING YOUR PERSONAL TRANSFORMATION

Familiarise yourself

Sept Week 3

Accounting and
Finance
Pre-sessional
(££, optional)

Career Advisor
1-2-1

Integrate

The MBA Foundation
programme is an essential
part of your MBA, helping you
return to the world of study,
make the most of the year
ahead and kickstart your
personal transformation.
It takes place over the first
three weeks of September.

The one
planet
MBA
foundation
programme
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I was the youngest in my year on the MBA
by a long way. I had recently studied a BEng
in Civil Engineering at King’s College London,
but realised not long into my first engineering
job that I was much more interested in
business and finance. The MBA at Exeter
allowed me to take my career in a new
direction, and I haven’t looked back since.
For me, an MBA gives you a framework and
a toolkit with which you can make sense of
the world. It certainly helped me develop
a strategic mindset very early on, and it has
taken my career in the direction I wanted it
to go in. So I feel very grateful for that.
Wol Kolade,
Exeter MBA1992
Managing Partner, ISIS Equity Partners
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